Applied Microeconomics Workshop Schedule – Fall 2002

Co-sponsored by the
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Center for Law, Economics, and Organization (CLEO)
USC Law School

and the
Finance and Business Economics Department (FBE)
Marshall School of Business

All seminars are Fridays from 1:30 to 3:00 pm in Hoffman Hall-601K unless otherwise noted.

Oct. 4  Arturs Kalnins  (USC Marshall School, Management & Organization Dept.)
        Topic: “Hamburger Prices and Spatial Econometrics: Implications for Firm
                Strategy and Public Policy”

Oct. 7  Patrick Francois  (UBC)
        MONDAY
        Topic: “Not-for-profit Provision of Public Services”
        CLEO  11:40 am - 1:00 pm, LAW 118/120 – RSVP by 5pm Oct. 4 for lunch, Mira Hamilton x04209

Oct. 18 George Baker  (HBS)
        Topic: “Distortion and Risk in Optimal Incentive Contracts”

Oct. 25 Boyan Jovanovic  (NYU Econ)
        JOINT Seminar  10:30 am - 12:00 noon, HOH-405 – joint with FBE Finance & Macroecon Seminars

Nov. 1  John Morgan  (Haas)
        Topic: “The Art of Conversation”

Nov. 15 Alan Sorensen  (Stanford & NBER)
        Topic: “Social Learning in the Demand for Employer-Sponsored Health
                Insurance”

Nov. 18 Canice Prendergast  (Chicago)
        CANCELLED 10/21/02
        Topic: “TBA”
        CLEO  11:40 am - 1:00 pm, LAW 118/120 – RSVP by 5pm Nov. 17 for lunch, Mira Hamilton x04209

* Dec. 6 Matthias Kahl  (UCLA)
        JOINT Seminar  10:30 am - 12:00 noon, ACC-236 – joint with FBE Finance Seminar Series
        Topic: “Financial Distress as a Selection Mechanism:
                Evidence from the United States”

For more information contact:
Dr. Jan Zabojnik, Assistant Professor, USC FBE Dept.
Hoffman Hall – 601B, MC-1427, Los Angeles, CA 90089-1427
(213) 740-6497 • (213) 740-6650 fax • jan.zabojnik@marshall.usc.edu

To obtain parking or a paper please contact Deborah Jacobs at (213) 740-6515.
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